Abstract: A dilute suspension of uniform, non-Brownian spheres settles slowly in a viscous solvent. The initially well-mixed system showing Poisson or random occupancy statistics evolves to a system having reduced number fluctuations, but otherwise appearing random. The reduced number fluctuations are consistent with recent measurements of velocity fluctuations in settling suspensions. These experimental results test the assumptions leading to the theoretical predictions by Calflisch and Luke that the velocity fluctuations increase without limit with increasing sample dimension. The theoretical prediction assumes Poisson occupation statistics contrary to our observations.
INTRODUCTION
Fluctuations play an important role in our understanding of the statistical mechanics of many-bodied systems including solution chemistry. The notion of statistical independence is an elementary idea that undergirds these understandings [1] . For example, consider a homogeneous many-body system, either an equilibrium or nonequilibrium system. Partition the system into M cells of equal dimension. The dimension should be greater than or equal to any spatial correlation length within the system. The average value of an extensive quantity f in a total volume containing M cells is determined by sampling each region (to determine f i for the i th region) and adding up the measured values (summing over i). Alternatively, the average for a volume containing M cells will be M 〈f i 〉, where 〈f i 〉 is the average value for the i th cell. The mean-square fluctuation about the average is (1) where 〈∆f i 2 〉 is the mean-square fluctuation in the i th region. Because the different cells are larger than the spatial correlation range for the system, the third equality above is zero when averaging different cells. Different cells are statistically independent such that (2) Thus, the fluctuation for the sample containing M identical and independent cells is M times the fluctuation for a single cell.
A number of consequences follow from the assumption of "statistical independence" of the cells. Firstly, Prof. Lynden-Bell [2] calculates via molecular simulation the equilibrium energy associated with a solute molecule in a solvent. Accurate results require using system sizes that are on the order of correlation length to calculate a system energy E with and then without the solute molecule. The energy attributed to the solvent molecule is the difference of the two calculated energies. When large numbers of solvent molecules are used, say containing M correlation cells, then the uncertainty in the calculated energy increases as √M -because
The error grows as the root of the number of correlation regions included. The energy fluctuations for large systems "wash out" any calculated energy differences between systems with and without the solute molecule.
Prof. Angell described nonequilibrium, glassy systems [3] . While he did not discuss colloidal glasses explicitly, these glasses also show nonergodic behavior with slowly decaying fluctuations. Here, precise measurements require extensive spatial averaging over a large number of correlation regions [4] . Average measurements improve with increased number of correlation cells, because the relative fluctuation to mean decreases.
(4)
This well-known result forms the foundation for signal averaging. For an increasing number of independent measurements added together, the signal grows faster than the noise (fluctuations). This argument for increased precision is quite different from that associated with eq. 3, yet both rely on statistical independence and show an √M -dependence.
Finally, in the poster presentation by Kagan et al., they describe concentration fluctuations in equilibrium mixtures of alkali-metal liquids. The static structure factor S(k) measured by scattering techniques estimates microscopic pair correlations within the system. In the small wave-vector, long wavelength limit S(0) is a thermodynamic quantity independent of sample size and related number and concentration fluctuations. For simple single component fluids we have (5) Here N measures the number of particles in the sample volume. Reflection on the earlier arguments reveals that this quantity should be independent of the number of correlation regions M. Therefore, it is a thermodynamic quantity, provided the measurement volume is greater than the spatial correlation range. Inter-particle repulsive forces tend to reduce S(0) and, therefore, the mean-square fluctuations as compared to attractions, which do the opposite. An example of enhanced fluctuations occurs near the thermodynamic critical point where attractions lead to large-scale particle number fluctuations. Alternatively, the hard-sphere fluid shows reduced fluctuations with increasing hard-sphere concentration. Yet, despite reduced or enhanced fluctuations, the mean-square fluctuation is proportional to the average number in the sample volume, the larger the sample the larger the mean square fluctuations.
For noninteracting particles, an ideal gas or a dilute hard-spheres system, the long wavelength limit of the static structure factor is unity [S(0) = 1], and the mean-square number fluctuation then equals the average particle number. The Poisson distribution satisfies the same relationship and describes the statistics of points randomly positioned in space. The Poisson distribution presented below
gives the probability for finding N particles in a region having an average number 〈N〉.
The statistical independence assumption is deeply embedded in our thinking concerning equilibrium and nonequilibrium many-body systems and systems of "randomly" positioned particles. When a many-body "random" system fails to exhibit statistical independence it is unusual and surprising. Consider the two distributions of points in Fig. 1 . One of the distributions is random, and one is not. Can you decide which is random?
The untrained eye typically selects Fig. 1b as random because it appears a little more uniform and lacks the clustering observed in Fig. 1a . Observers assume the clustering is due to some nonrandom process. Yet, both distributions look fairly random. However, the clustering in Fig. 1a is a result of random fluctuations, those that are described by the Poisson distribution. The distribution on the right is highly nonrandom because each box contains exactly 10 points. There are no large-scale number fluctuations in this distribution. It is indeed more uniform, much more uniform. Locally, both distributions are random, so measures of order, like the pair correlation function, may prove useless to characterize this subtle order. Yet, a change in order from that given in Fig. 1a to that in Fig. 1b is what we observe for the distribution of particle positions in settling suspensions.
The settling of a suspension of monodisperse particles received renewed scrutiny with the publication of a short article by Calflish and Luke [5] . While Batchelor [6] had earlier calculated the average particle settling velocity, Calflish and Luke calculated the fluctuations about the average velocity utilizing the same assumptions [7] : (i) a low-particle Reynolds number or the neglect of inertia, (ii) twobody hydrodynamic interactions, (iii) a random particle distribution in space, and (iv) the system size infinite in the direction transverse to the settling direction. Batchelor's result found experimental support, but the calculation of Calflish and Luke predicted a divergence of the velocity fluctuations as the sample container linear dimension becomes large.
Segre' et al. [8] provide intuition through an argument similar in spirit to Hinch [9] . This argument suggests the Calflish and Luke divergence is rooted in the statistical independence assumption. Consider a region of suspension of linear dimension l. The average number of particles is given by 〈N〉 = l 3 φ / v p , where φ is the particle volume fraction, a is the particle radius, and v p = 4π a 3 / 3 is the particle volume. Random Poisson statistics imply a fluctuation from the average number of order √〈∆N 2 〉 ---= √〈N〉 --and corresponding weight deviation of order √〈N〉 --∆ρ g v p , where ∆ρ is the difference in particle and solvent densities and g is the acceleration of gravity. When Stokes drag of order 6πηl∆U balances the excess weight, the typical velocity fluctuation ∆U becomes here is rooted in the assumed particle statistics. No divergence obtains, for example, if 〈∆N 2 〉 / 〈N〉 = 〈N〉 -1/α when α ≥ 3. However, the particle number occupancy statistics are radically modified from random statistics. The velocity fluctuation divergence predicted by Calflisch and Luke received much attention. Computer simulations by Ladd [10] [11] relax assumptions (ii) and (iii) since they approximate many particle hydrodynamics, and the system configuration may evolve via hydrodynamic interactions away from initially randomized configuration. Yet, the results indicate increased velocity fluctuations with increased sample size. The simulations assume periodic boundary conditions. There is no settling interface nor cell bottom boundary. Experiments, on the other hand, do evidence limited velocity fluctuations. Both indirect measurements of the diffusion of a tracer particle [12] [13] [14] and direct measurements of velocity fluctuations [8] have been made.
Koch and Shaqfeh [15] gave the first explanation for the absence of divergent velocity fluctuations in terms of the subtle order revealed in Fig. 1 . They postulate a violation of assumptions (ii) and (iii) where three-body hydrodynamic interactions lead to a net deficit of one particle around any reference particle within a correlation range ξ. This condition drives the number fluctuations to zero beyond the correlation length, but the predicted correlation length scaling as ξ = a/φ does not agree with experiments. Other theories are based on a coarse-grained two-fluid description of the suspension. These theories may [17] or may not [16] address assumption (iii) directly through calculation of a static structure factor, but they do produce the experimentally observed correlation length dependencies. Another twofluid theory attributes the Caflisch and Luke divergence to neglect of the finite propagation time of hydrodynamic disturbances. Keeping time-dependent terms then screens the long-range effects [18] . This effect is too weak to predict the suppression seen experimentally. Another possibility is the development of a stable density stratification [19] that quenches velocity fluctuations. Of course, this becomes a time-dependent effect that requires longer and longer periods of time to develop as the system size increases. Finally, Brenner [7] considers the effect of walls, thus relaxing assumption (iv) while maintaining assumption (iii), to produce the experimentally observed correlation length dependence. He argues that wall effects dominate the experiments in larger sample cells. Eventually, however, increased velocity fluctuations increase particle mixing and suppress number fluctuations, quenching the velocity fluctuations themselves.
Typical measures of suspension structure utilize scattering techniques to measure the static structure factor S(k) or direct imaging to measure the pair correlation function g(r). While long-ranged order and suppression of fluctuations may be observable using these methods, it may not be the best approach. The calculations of Koch and Shaqfeh [15] indicate a long-ranged behavior of g(r) inversely proportional to distance. The deviation of g(r) from unity (the expected value for a dilute random system) may be too small for detection, yet a volume integral for this pair correlation function diverges. Since number fluctuations equal an integral of the pair correlation, they prove to be a sensitive measure of subtle changes in order. Smith [20] measured number fluctuations several decades ago, but the measurement test volumes proved too small to observe significant effects. Recently, we measured number fluctuations [21] , and this communication expands on the results presented in that short letter.
EXPERIMENTS
A vertical rectangular cell having dimension 1 × 1 × 4 cm 3 contains the samples. We place this cell in a large stirred water bath controlled at 23 ± 0.1 °C to eliminate convection produced by temperature gradients. Without such stirring, the suspension-supernatant interface becomes unsettled. With stirring, the interface remains sharp and moves downward at constant rate. A Coherent VERDI laser (λ = 532 nm) is used to illuminate the sample. The laser beam passes through a rapidly rotating glass disk, which we lightly dapple with a translucent salve, to produce incoherent light. Then, a horizontal glass rod expands the beam vertically. Finally, a long focal length cylindrical lens forms a uniform, bright, vertical, light [22] , means settling dominates Brownian motion. The Reynolds numbers based on particle radius is Re = 2aU o ρ / η~ 10 -7 and on maximum cell dimension is Re = 2LU o ρ / η~ 10 -4 , implying negligible inertial effects or the creeping flow limit.
We determine particle configurations by imaging the specular reflection of incident light from each particle in the light sheet. The intensity maxima are not centered on particles, but are offset the same amount for each particle. Figure 2 shows particle configurations shortly after mixing and also late in the settling process. Immediately after mixing and extending for several hours, this slow settling exhibits a turbulent-looking velocity field as seen in Fig. 2b . Combining five images taken at 30-s intervals produces this "streak" or time-lapsed image. Figure 2a shows a single image from this early stage of settling. Figure 2d shows another time-lapsed image taken during the later stages of settling, and Fig. 2c shows a single image from this sequence. While the single images 2a and 2c show similar random-looking configurations of particles, the corresponding velocity fluctuations in 2d are less violent than those in 2b. Evidently, there are subtle configuration differences between the two times.
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Subtle order in settling suspensions 1683 In order to study these particle configurations quantitatively, we determine the particle occupancy distribution by counting the number of particles within a circle of fixed area. A distribution results from randomly positioning the circle 100 to 200 times in each of 50 independent images, obtained by viewing different regions of the light sheet in the lower third of the sample and by changing the depth of the light sheet within the sample. The time duration spanned by the 50 images is 2 min. Measurements of the particle concentration remained constant within experimental error (number fluctuations) in both space and time. For experimental illumination reasons, we limited our viewing volume to the central third of the cell, away from the walls. Therefore, the particles in the observed region should be interacting with "strong" hydrodynamic interactions according to Brenner's reasoning [7] and not be influenced by wall effects. Figure 3 shows the occupancy distributions generated for two different sampling areas, corresponding to 〈N〉 = 6 and 58. The solid lines show the Poisson distribution for these average occupancy values. This distribution describes the earliest measurements after mixing, but not at the later times, when the experimental distribution narrows relative to the Poisson distribution. Poisson statistics properly apply to point particles and ignore any particle interaction effects, such as the excluded volume for hard spheres. For hard spheres with φ = 0.004, solution of the Percus-Yevich equation [23] gives Figure 4 shows the mean square number fluctuations divided by the mean, a "thermodynamic function" as described for eq. 5, plotted as a function of the average number of particles in the test volume. The initial measurements near unity indicate Poisson statistics, but the number fluctuations become smaller with elapsed time and increased test volumes. The hard sphere volume fraction must be increased by more than an order of magnitude to produce the suppression of number fluctuations observed in the late stages of settling. Such comparisons implicitly assume 〈N 2 〉 / 〈N〉 is constant and contrary to the 〈N〉 dependent data shown in Fig. 4 . Furthermore, the relaxation time for the decay of the initial random fluctuations is a large fraction of the total settling time and is of the order of the previously estimated horizontal mixing time. This time corresponds with our observations and serves as a caution when assuming density or velocity fluctuation measurements are in steady state. 
RESULTS

DISCUSSION
While the principle of the experimental methods is straightforward, accurate measurements require care. Some experimental artifacts reduce number fluctuations compared to the Poisson prediction. These artifacts include finite test volume to sample volume effects. Poisson statistics hold in the limit of vanishing test volume to sample volume ratios. Obviously, when the test volume is the sample volume, the total number of particles is fixed and there are no number fluctuations. The test volume must sample a small number of the total particles to avoid suppression of number fluctuations. When particles in the foreground obscure or hide particles in the background, number fluctuations again are reduced artificially. Insufficient sampling also underestimates fluctuations. Alternatively, when mixing is incomplete the suspension is heterogeneous with the average particle count in one region varying significantly from the average particle count in another. Strings of particles are observed to extend along streamlines in an incomplete mixing by stretching and folding. These heterogeneities produce increased number fluctuations at least to the same spatial scale. Similarly, uneven sample illumination produces artificial fluctuations in particle count from one side of the cell to the other. Again, the measured number fluctuations increase. Measuring Poisson statistics for the "initially randomized" suspension proved challenging but led to refinement of sample illumination, particle identification, and sample mixing. Indeed, measurement of Poisson statistics for well-mixed samples indicates proper experimental technique.
For samples having uniform density and a pair correlation with translational invariance, the (nonequilibrium) number occupancy fluctuations in a finite test volume are related to the pair correlation function or structure factor as [24] ( 7) where θ(r -) equals unity inside the test volume and zero otherwise, θ(-q -)is the Fourier transform and H(r -) = ∫θ(r -')θ(r --r -')d 3 r' is the convolution. Alternatively, the limits of integration may be restricted to the test volume dimension with the origin of g(r) equally likely at any position. Interestingly, the pair correlation function and static structure factor are known for an equilibrium collection of hard spheres describes the exact results shown for the smaller volume fractions in Fig. 5 . In the small test volume limit, the normalized mean squared number fluctuations must tend to unity, 〈N 2 〉 / 〈N〉 → 1. In the large test volume limit, the thermodynamic result S(0) obtains. 3 for r < 2R and is zero otherwise. The 〈N〉 -1/3 decay may be traced to the second term in the H(r) function. This decay should not be confused with (and may indeed obscure) true 〈N〉 -1/3 number fluctuations. For the small volume fractions used in these experiments, the hard sphere S(0) is within a few per cent of unity, and this model predicts very little deviation from unity for the normalized mean-square number fluctuations. Larger volume fractions produce more significant 〈N〉 dependences that should be time-independent.
Alternatively, we assume a simple model Gaussian pair correlation function:
that gives S(0) (nonthermodynamic) number fluctuations in the large test volume limit, represents a vertical to horizontal anisotropy proportional to ω, can be evaluated easily in spherical (when isotropic) or rectangular coordinates, and like hard spheres has finite correlation range ξ. essentially unity for larger values of ξ/a, the pair correlation may not prove measurably different from unity. Note that the theory with S(0) = 0 approaches a limiting value 〈∆N 2 〉 / 〈N〉 → 0.39 (not zero) when increasing the average particle number by increasing viewing radius X = Z ≈ √πR 2 --, because the light sheet thickness becomes the limiting dimension for the test volume. The nonequilibrium-settling system is not a thermodynamic system, however, and the meaning of such results remains unclear. The correlation length of our phenomenological pair correlation function is finite and smaller than the test volume dimension for the later times. Evidently, several correlation regions are being measured, yet statistical independence does not hold. Alternatively, it is possible that the whole suspension becomes correlated. A single correlation region forms due to the long-ranged hydrodynamic interactions, and statistical independence does not apply.
Finally, Fig. 6 shows 〈∆N 2 〉 / 〈N〉 for a rectangular rather than circular test area with a horizontal to vertical length ratio, f = X/Z. Holding the product XZ and the light sheet thickness Y constant fixes the sample volume for a test of spatial anisotropy. If the number fluctuations are isotropic, the data will be symmetric when plotted against the variable (1 -f) / (1 + f) . The dashed curve gives the prediction for the isotropic (ω = 1) Gaussian pair correlation function, and the solid curve is for ω = 2. The data is not symmetric, and the ω = 2 curve gives a slightly better fit than the isotropic curve. The anisotropy develops over a long period of time and evidences a correlation length approximately two times larger in the vertical direction. This should be compared with the dynamical anisotropy observed for velocity fluctuations [8, 14] and anticipated in simulations [25] and theoretically [17, 26] .
Initially, well-mixed samples evidence Poisson number statistics. This is accompanied by large velocity fluctuations. In time, the number and velocity fluctuations become suppressed [21, 27, 28] . The correlation between number statistics and velocity fluctuations suggests that more-dense regions of particles tend to move downward and less-dense regions upward to produce observed velocity fluctuations. It is possible that this leads to a slight stratification of the suspension having a concentration gradient from top to bottom. Such a gradient is postulated as a mechanism to quench velocity fluctuations [19] . Alternatively, the experimental samples have finite vertical extent and density fluctuations may simply leave the sample, the larger, more mobile ones first. When this happens the sample becomes progres- sively more uniform and number fluctuations are reduced. Since the larger-scale fluctuations of the random system are winnowed out, the suspension becomes subtly ordered. Clearing the fluctuations from the sample or forming a density gradient should depend on cell height. Indeed, preliminary measurements of both velocity fluctuations [27] and number fluctuations [29] demonstrate that longer cells evidence slower evolution of velocity and number fluctuations. For example, the same degree of number fluctuation suppression for test volumes with 〈N〉 = 100 in a 4-cm-tall cell vs. a 23-cm-tall cell is 8 h and 71 h, respectively, a rough scaling with cell height. If the experimental suppression of fluctuations is due to one of these mechanisms, then the paradox of Calflish and Luke remains for very tall to infinitely tall samples, because fluctuations never clear the sample or a concentration gradient is never fully achieved.
